Cross-language document summarization is defined as the task of producing a summary in a target language (e.g. Chinese) for a set of documents in a source language (e.g. English). Existing methods for addressing this task make use of either the information from the original documents in the source language or the information from the translated documents in the target language. In this study, we propose to use the bilingual information from both the source and translated documents for this task. Two summarization methods (SimFusion and CoRank) are proposed to leverage the bilingual information in the graph-based ranking framework for cross-language summary extraction. Experimental results on the DUC2001 dataset with manually translated reference Chinese summaries show the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
Introduction
Cross-language document summarization is defined as the task of producing a summary in a different target language for a set of documents in a source language (Wan et al., 2010) . In this study, we focus on English-to-Chinese cross-language summarization, which aims to produce Chinese summaries for English document sets. The task is very useful in the field of multilingual information access. For example, it is beneficial for most Chinese readers to quickly browse and understand English news documents or document sets by reading the corresponding Chinese summaries.
A few pilot studies have investigated the task in recent years and exiting methods make use of either the information in the source language or the information in the target language after using machine translation. In particular, for the task of English-to-Chinese cross-language summarization, one method is to directly extract English summary sentences based on English features extracted from the English documents, and then automatically translate the English summary sentences into Chinese summary sentences. The other method is to automatically translate the English sentences into Chinese sentences, and then directly extract Chinese summary sentences based on Chinese features. The two methods make use of the information from only one language side.
However, it is not very reliable to use only the information in one language, because the machine translation quality is far from satisfactory, and thus the translated Chinese sentences usually contain some errors and noises. For example, the English sentence "Many destroyed power lines are thought to be uninsured, as are trees and shrubs uprooted across a wide area." is automatically translated into the Chinese sentence "许多破坏电源线被认 为是保险的，因为是连根拔起的树木和灌木， 在广泛的领域。" by using Google Translate 1 , but the Chinese sentence contains a few translation errors. Therefore, on the one side, if we rely only on the English-side information to extract Chinese summary sentences, we cannot guarantee that the automatically translated Chinese sentences for salient English sentences are really salient when these sentences may contain many translation errors and other noises. On the other side, if we rely only on the Chinese-side information to extract Chinese summary sentences, we cannot guarantee that the selected sentences are really salient because the features for sentence ranking based on the incorrectly translated sentences are not very reliable, either.
In this study, we propose to leverage both the information in the source language and the information in the target language for cross-language document summarization. In particular, we propose two graph-based summarization methods (SimFusion and CoRank) for using both Englishside and Chinese-side information in the task of English-to-Chinese cross-document summarization. The SimFusion method linearly fuses the Englishside similarity and the Chinese-side similarity for measuring Chinese sentence similarity. The CoRank method adopts a co-ranking algorithm to simultaneously rank both English sentences and Chinese sentences by incorporating mutual influences between them.
We use the DUC2001 dataset with manually translated reference Chinese summaries for evaluation. Experimental results based on the ROUGE metrics show the effectiveness of the proposed methods. Three important conclusions for this task are summarized below: 1) The Chinese-side information is more beneficial than the English-side information. 2) The Chinese-side information and the English-side information can complement each other.
3) The proposed CoRank method is more reliable and robust than the proposed SimFusion method. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related work. In Section 3, we present our proposed methods. Evaluation results are shown in Section 4. Lastly, we conclude this paper in Section 5.
Related Work

General Document Summarization
Document summarization methods can be extraction-based, abstraction-based or hybrid methods. We focus on extraction-based methods in this study, and the methods directly extract summary sentences from a document or document set by ranking the sentences in the document or document set.
In the task of single document summarization, various features have been investigated for ranking sentences in a document, including term frequency, sentence position, cue words, stigma words, and topic signature (Luhn 1969; Lin and Hovy, 2000) . Machine learning techniques have been used for sentence ranking (Kupiec et al., 1995; Amini and Gallinari, 2002) . Litvak et al. (2010) present a language-independent approach for extractive summarization based on the linear optimization of several sentence ranking measures using a genetic algorithm. In recent years, graph-based methods have been proposed for sentence ranking (Erkan and Radev, 2004; Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) . Other methods include mutual reinforcement principle (Zha 2002; Wan et al., 2007) .
In the task of multi-document summarization, the centroid-based method ranks the sentences in a document set based on such features as cluster centroids, position and TFIDF. Machine Learning techniques have also been used for feature combining (Wong et al., 2008) . Nenkova and Louis (2008) investigate the influences of input difficulty on summarization performance. Pitler et al. (2010) present a systematic assessment of several diverse classes of metrics designed for automatic evaluation of linguistic quality of multi-document summaries. Celikyilmaz and Hakkani-Tur (2010) formulate extractive summarization as a two-step learning problem by building a generative model for pattern discovery and a regression model for inference. Aker et al. (2010) propose an A* search algorithm to find the best extractive summary up to a given length, and they propose a discriminative training algorithm for directly maximizing the quality of the best summary. Graph-based methods have also been used to rank sentences for multi-document summarization (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2005; Wan and Yang, 2008) .
Cross-Lingual Document Summarization
Several pilot studies have investigated the task of cross-language document summarization. The existing methods use only the information in either language side. Two typical translation schemes are document translation or summary translation. The document translation scheme first translates the source documents into the corresponding documents in the target language, and then extracts summary sentences based only on the information on the target side. The summary translation scheme first extracts summary sentences from the source documents based only on the information on the source side, and then translates the summary sentences into the corresponding summary sentences in the target language. For example Leuski et al. (2003) use machine translation for English headline generation for Hindi documents. Lim et al. (2004) propose to generate a Japanese summary by using Korean summarizer. Chalendar et al. (2005) focus on semantic analysis and sentence generation techniques for cross-language summarization. Orasan and Chiorean (2008) propose to produce summaries with the MMR method from Romanian news articles and then automatically translate the summaries into English. Cross language query based summarization has been investigated in (Pingali et al., 2007) , where the query and the documents are in different languages. Wan et al. (2010) adopt the summary translation scheme for the task of English-to-Chinese cross-language summarization. They first extract English summary sentences by using English-side features and the machine translation quality factor, and then automatically translate the English summary into Chinese summary. Other related work includes multilingual summarization (Lin et al., 2005; Siddharthan and McKeown, 2005) , which aims to create summaries from multiple sources in multiple languages.
Our Proposed Methods
As mentioned in Section 1, existing methods rely only on one-side information for sentence ranking, which is not very reliable. In order to leveraging both-side information for sentence ranking, we propose the following two methods to incorporate the bilingual information in different ways.
SimFusion
This method uses the English-side information for Chinese sentence ranking in the graph-based framework. The sentence similarities in the two languages are fused in the method. In other words, when we compute the similarity value between two Chinese sentences, the similarity value between the corresponding two English sentences is used by linear fusion. Since sentence similarity evaluation plays a very important role in the graph-based ranking algorithm, this method can leverage bothside information through similarity fusion.
Formally 
where n is the sentence number, i.e. n= |V cn |. μ is the damping factor usually set to 0.85, as in the PageRank algorithm.
For numerical computation of the saliency scores, we can iteratively run the above equation until convergence.
For multi-document summarization, some sentences are highly overlapping with each other, and thus we apply the same greedy algorithm in Wan et al. (2006) to penalize the sentences highly overlapping with other highly scored sentences, and finally the salient and novel Chinese sentences are directly selected as summary sentences.
CoRank
This method leverages both the English-side information and the Chinese-side information in a co-ranking way. The source English sentences and the translated Chinese sentences are simultaneously ranked in a unified graph-based algorithm. The saliency of each English sentence relies not only on the English sentences linked with it, but also on the Chinese sentences linked with it. Similarly, the saliency of each Chinese sentence relies not only on the Chinese sentences linked with it, but also on the English sentences linked with it. More specifically, the proposed method is based on the following assumptions:
Assumption 1: A Chinese sentence would be salient if it is heavily linked with other salient Chinese sentences; and an English sentence would be salient if it is heavily linked with other salient English sentences.
Assumption 2: A Chinese sentence would be salient if it is heavily linked with salient English sentences; and an English sentence would be salient if it is heavily linked with salient Chinese sentences.
The first assumption is similar to PageRank which makes use of mutual "recommendations" between the sentences in the same language to rank sentences. The second assumption is similar to HITS if the English sentences and the Chinese sentences are considered as authorities and hubs, respectively. In other words, the proposed method aims to fuse the ideas of PageRank and HITS in a unified framework. The mutual influences between the Chinese sentences and the English sentences are incorporated in the method. Figure 1 gives the graph representation for the method. . n is the number of the sentences. E en is the edge set to reflect the relationships between the English sentences. E cn is the edge set to reflect the relationships between the Chinese sentences. E encn is the edge set to reflect the relationships between the English sentences and the Chinese sentences. Based on the graph representation, we compute the following three affinity matrices to reflect the three kinds of sentence relationships: 
CN-CN EN-EN EN-CN
After fusing the above equations, we can obtain the following iterative forms:
And the matrix form is:
where α and β specify the relative contributions to the final saliency scores from the information in the same language and the information in the other language and we have α+β=1.
For numerical computation of the saliency scores, we can iteratively run the two equations until convergence. Usually the convergence of the iteration algorithm is achieved when the difference between the scores computed at two successive iterations for any sentences and words falls below a given threshold. In order to guarantee the convergence of the iterative form, u and v are normalized after each iteration.
After we get the saliency scores u for the Chinese sentences, we apply the same greedy algorithm for redundancy removing. Finally, a few highly ranked sentences are selected as summary sentences.
Experimental Evaluation
Evaluation Setup
There is no benchmark dataset for English-toChinese cross-language document summarization, so we built our evaluation dataset based on the DUC2001 dataset by manually translating the reference summaries.
DUC2001 provided 30 English document sets for generic multi-document summarization. The average document number per document set was 10. The sentences in each article have been separated and the sentence information has been stored into files. Three or two generic reference English summaries were provided by NIST annotators for each document set. Three graduate students were employed to manually translate the reference English summaries into reference Chinese summaries. Each student manually translated one third of the reference summaries. It was much easier and more reliable to provide the reference Chinese summaries by manual translation than by manual summarization. All the English sentences in the document set were automatically translated into Chinese sentences by using Google Translate, and the Stanford Chinese Word Segmenter 2 was used for segmenting the Chinese documents and summaries into words. For comparative study, the summary length was limited to five sentences, i.e. each Chinese summary consisted of five sentences.
ROUGE-2 Average_F
ROUGE-W Average_F
We used the ROUGE-1.5.5 toolkit for evaluation, which has been widely adopted by DUC and TAC for automatic summarization evaluation. It measured summary quality by counting overlapping units such as the n-gram, word sequences and word pairs between the candidate summary and the reference summary. We showed three of the ROUGE F-measure scores in the experimental results: ROUGE-2 (bigrambased), ROUGE-W (based on weighted longest common subsequence, weight=1.2), ROUGE-L (based on longest common subsequences), and ROUGE-SU4 (based on skip bigram with a maximum skip distance of 4). Note that the ROUGE toolkit was performed for Chinese summaries after using word segmentation.
Two graph-based baselines were used for comparison.
Baseline(EN):
This baseline adopts the summary translation scheme, and it relies on the English-side information for English sentence ranking. The extracted English summary is finally automatically translated into the corresponding Chinese summary. The same sentence ranking algorithm with the SimFusion method is adopted, and the affinity weight is computed based only on the cosine similarity between English sentences.
Baseline(CN):
This baseline adopts the document translation scheme, and it relies on the Chinese-side information for Chinese sentence ranking. The Chinese summary sentences are directly extracted from the translated Chinese documents. The same sentence ranking algorithm with the SimFusion method is adopted, and the affinity 2 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/segmenter.shtml weight is computed based only on the cosine similarity between Chinese sentences.
For our proposed methods, the parameter values are empirically set as λ=0.8 and α=0.5. Table 1 shows the comparison results for our proposed methods and the baseline methods. Seen from the tables, Baseline(CN) performs better than Baseline(EN) over all the metrics. The results demonstrate that the Chinese-side information is more beneficial than the English-side information for cross-document summarization, because the summary sentences are finally selected from the Chinese side. Moreover, our proposed two methods can outperform the two baselines over all the metrics. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of using bilingual information for cross-language document summarization. It is noteworthy that the ROUGE scores in the table are not high due to the following two reasons: 1) The use of machine translation may introduce many errors and noises in the peer Chinese summaries; 2) The use of Chinese word segmentation may introduce more noises and mismatches in the ROUGE evaluation based on Chinese words.
Results and Discussion
We can also see that the CoRank method can outperform the SimFusion method over all metrics. The results show that the CoRank method is more suitable for the task by incorporating the bilingual information into a unified ranking framework.
In order to show the influence of the value of the combination parameter λ on the performance of the SimFusion method, we present the performance curves over the four metrics in Figures 2 through 5 , respectively. In the figures, λ ranges from 0 to 1, and λ=1 means that SimFusion is the same with Baseline(CN), and λ=0 means that only Englishside information is used for Chinese sentence ranking. We can see that when λ is set to a value larger than 0.5, SimFusion can outperform the two baselines over most metrics. The results show that λ can be set in a relatively wide range. Note that λ>0.5 means that SimFusion relies more on the Chinese-side information than on the English-side information. Therefore, the Chinese-side information is more beneficial than the English-side information.
In order to show the influence of the value of the combination parameter α on the performance of the CoRank method, we present the performance curves over the four metrics in Figures 6 through 9 , respectively. In the figures, α ranges from 0.1 to 0.9, and a larger value means that the information from the same language side is more relied on, and a smaller value means that the information from the other language side is more relied on. We can see that CoRank can always outperform the two baselines over all metrics with different value of α. The results show that α can be set in a very wide range. We also note that a very large value or a very small value of α can lower the performance values. The results demonstrate that CoRank relies on both the information from the same language side and the information from the other language side for sentence ranking. Therefore, both the Chinese-side information and the English-side information can complement each other, and they are beneficial to the final summarization performance.
Comparing 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose two methods (SimFusion and CoRank) to address the cross-language document summarization task by leveraging the bilingual information in both the source and target language sides. Evaluation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods. The Chinese-side information is validated to be more beneficial than the English-side information, and the CoRank method is more robust than the SimFusion method.
In future work, we will investigate to use the machine translation quality factor to further improve the fluency of the Chinese summary, as in Wan et al. (2010) . Though our attempt to use GIZA++ for evaluating the similarity between Chinese sentences and English sentences failed, we will exploit more advanced measures based on statistical alignment model for cross-language similarity computation. 
